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SERVICE TRANSFORMATION COMMITTEE- BENEFITS WORKSHOP 
 

FRIDAY 25 OCTOBER (10.00) 2013 AT PERTH FIRE STATION  
 

OUTCOME NOTE 
 
BENEFIT PROFILES and BENEFITS REALISATION   

1. Baseline needs to be measured - steps for this to be in place ASAP ideally by the meeting of 12/12. 
2. Baseline and targets to be related in the benefit profiles rename benefit target to intermediate benefit. 
3. In the intermediate benefit column make sure these are outcomes rather than outputs.  
4. We agreed that revised benefit profiles are to be circulated for comments. 
5. We agreed that a report on how ST programme contributes to fire-fighter safety should be a standing item for each formal/ public STC 

meeting.  
6. Agreed that the matrix was useful tool to identify projects for greater scrutiny, and that it would be useful to have the matrix populated with 

all projects to assess further which projects the STC may want to scrutinise in more detail. 
 
PROGRAMME REPORTING METHODOLOGY   
The STC stated that for the quarterly meetings they wanted the following reporting formats: 

1. Project progress reports- through the dashboard, unless too resource intensive), complemented by individual project updates on exception 
reporting basis (i.e. for projects showing red. 
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2. Benefit profiles to be developed further as much as feasible.  
3. Risk register 
4. Gantt chart showing project progress and critical path to highlight project timelines and interdependencies. 
5. Matrix completed for all projects so allowing further identification of projects for greater scrutiny. 
6. Updates on 5 projects deemed to be requiring greater scrutiny: 

 

Ref Title 

SA2.1.7 Control Room Integration 

SA2.2.1 Estates Strategy (Phase 1) 

SA4.4.6 Business Systems Consolidation 

SA4.4.7 Data & Secure Storage 

SA4.5.1 New HR & Payroll System 

Sarah O'Donnell to include project governance info on 4.5.1 and 2.2,1, which can be included in the updates.   
 
FUTURE WORKSHOP MEETINGS  
 
January: 
Control Room integration 
Transitional funding bids 
Journey of a project through the full programme structure ('vertically') 
 
February: 
Discussion of new projects for 14/15 
National risk reduction- strategic approach 
 
 
Future:  
Improvement capability 
Other project identified as ones STC wants more info on   


